The other side is deeply concerned to see all the powers of the mind, though attaining freedom of thought, action, and the hope of a better order shaping before.

There is no human rights may soon be attainable for all of the people of the world. I shall work in the unlimited kingdom for these ends.
all good wishes to the people of Hungary. I look forward to a democratic government rather than failure.
January 24, 1947

My dear Mrs. Roosevelt:

I have the pleasure and the privilege to introduce myself as American correspondent of the Hungarian weekly, "A Seggél", Budapest, Hungary. This liberal and democratic weekly, already more than twenty years old, was during the last ten years forbidden, on account of its liberal and democratic spirit. Now it has been appearing again.

I, myself, was foreign editor for 25 years of the most important Hungarian daily, "A2 Est" (550,000 copies daily) and from 1934 to the entry of Hitler in Vienna, president of the Association of Foreign Correspondents in Vienna, Austria.

I would be very grateful if I could receive a message of you, Mrs. Roosevelt to the Hungarian people. I don't think of a statement in the political sense. I think of a message to the Hungarian people about
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human rights, freedom, about the spir-it of the American people opposite the conquered nations, in other words, some encouragement, not in the political but in the human sense.

My dear Mrs. Roosevelt: I would be very grateful if I could publish a message of the great companion of life of our great President.

I thank you.

Very sincerely yours

Dr. George Püttkay